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Do not use any products containing sodium
laureth sulfate, sodium lauryl sulfate of those
with high alcohol content. Do not use any
products containg hydrolysed vegetable
protein, hydrolysed wheat protein, biotin, or
keratin. These ingredients will cause hair
extensions to turn extremely dry knotty and
unmanageable.

INTENSE SERUM
Silk Serum instantly detangles deep
conditions, strengthens and
moisturizes for a long lasting, luxurious
shine creating a velvety
soft shimmer. 50ml

MAINTENANCE SPRAY
Cares for hair during styling, making
hair manageable, tangle free,
stronger on the inside and shinier on
the outside. 125ml

Use all these products and your hair will
glow and look the best every day. Most
importantly though, you will be able to
extend the life of your hair extensions, have
less frequent visits to your hair extension
specialist, therefore, saving money and time.

https://www.instagram.com/hairlockshairextensions/
https://www.facebook.com/HairlocksHairExtensions
http://www.hairlockshairextensions.com.au/
https://hairlockshairextensions.com.au/collections/protect-your-investment/products/frizz-control-serum-50ml
https://hairlockshairextensions.com.au/collections/protect-your-investment/products/glimmer-shine-spray


Keep hair clean. Use Sulphate free Products.

Salt Water can cause hair extensions to become dry
and strip it of its colour.
Chlorine Exposure can change hair extension

For best results cold water should be used as often as
possible. Hot water opens remaining hair cuticles
making the hair porous and more susceptible to
tangles.
Lukewarm, or even better room temperature water
will help keep the cuticles closed thereby protecting
the hair from unnecessary moisture loss.
Hair extensions are most fragile when wet, use a
widetooth comb or the wet brush.
When wash keep in mind this rule, Shampoo roots

If extensions are prone to tangles use a wide toothed
comb to gently work them out while the conditioner is
still in the hair. Rinse your extensions with cool to
warm water; never hot.
Make a couple of braids when going to sleep,
swimming or exercising.
Never sleep with wet hair.
Hair extensions should be separated thoroughly every
week, these guards against matting and ensures
extensions stay in good condition.
A hair extensions brush should only be used to brush
extensions. Remember to treat your extensions with
care.
Aggressive brushing causes damage & extreme pulling
on extensions may result in your own hair loss.
Extensions can damage your hair, so you must take a
degree of responsibility and always make sure to
come in for your services (push up) on time.

Instructions
Designed to help you keep your

Hair Extensions HEALTHY!
 

      Always wash hair immediately after swimming &
    exercise. When dirt & sweat accumulates it can  cause
hair extensions to tangle.

colour from anything between bright green and pink.

Condition ends.

keep extensions healthy. Remember
moisture moisture moisture.......

Sleep on a satin pillowcase.
When using styling appliances do not apply heat

To achieve a natural look, you should style your
hair.
The more often you maintain your extensions the

Always wash your hair in the shower, not in a basin.
Keep the extensions in one direction.
Never put extensions in a bun when extensions are 

Never rub extensions while washing.
Do not apply any slippery products on your roots as

Remember you must be prepared to put time and
effort into looking after your extensions.
Wearing extensions may cause itchiness. You’re

Be sure to thoroughly dry your hair at the roots with

A build-up of products can also cause itchiness.
When washing your hair, shampoo 2–3 times to
make sure your scalp is clean. Rinse all shampoo out
very well as any left in can cause itchiness.
Always condition your ends.
After every service you will experience shedding.
The reason is that throughout the wear of the
extensions, the attachment holds on to your hair
that would normally be shed naturally.

directly to the joints, as heat may loosen them.

longer they will last.

wet.

this might cause slippage.

putting something on your head that you were not born
with so there is bound to be some sort of irritation.

low heat. The moisture can contribute to a slight
overgrowth of micro-organisms, which then leads to
itching, irritation, or rash.

The most important rule is… if you are happy with
your extensions please tell a friend. If you’re not please
tell us

The natural hair cycle does not change, only your

The amount of hair that we suggest is an amount that is a

It is recommended that you maintain your hair extensions

Some people will only keep their extensions in for a

We do not guarantee the life span of the hair extensions.
In some cases, there have been reports of headaches from

If you are allergic to any type of metal, please inform us.
It is recommended that you come in every 4-8 weeks for a

The more often you maintain your extensions,

We highly recommend a close contact and relationship

If at any time a problem arises with your extensions, you

Disclosure Statement

awareness of it does.

starting point. You might need more hair in the future to
achieve the look you desire.

on a regular basis. (4 to 8 weeks)
Remember hair grows approximately ½” per month. The
further away the attachment is from the scalp, the more
stress there will be on the roots.

special event or occasion. How long extensions are kept
in is a personal decision.

the added weight. Everyone is different and will react in
different ways.

service. This consists of re-applying the hair that may
have fallen out, sealing the bonds, pushing the flexi links
up and sometimes additional hair may be required for
thickness.

the longer they will last.

between you and your hair extension specialist.

should notify your hair extension specialist as soon as
possible so you may receive proper advice as to the care
that would be necessary for the benefit and longevity of
your extensions
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